The aim of this study was to confirm the existence of specific nuclear texture feature alterations of histologically normal epithelial borders nearby invasive laryngeal cancer (NC).
Introduction
Laryngeal cancer is the most frequent malignant tumour of the upper aerodigestive tract in Europe [28] . This is probably attributable to an increased use of tobacco in many countries [9] including the female population during the past decades [43] . As laryngeal cancer of advanced stage can only be cured by laryngectomy, it is mandatory to evade such therapy by earlier cancer detection and by microsurgical treatment [24] . Studies performed in the past revealed that at the vicinity of cancer normal epithelium exhibits specific shifts in nuclear texture feature expression [27] . We recently found this phenomenon at the vicinity of laryngeal cancer [12] . Such alterations of chromatin distribution may be related to paracrine influences of cancer tissue on surrounding normal epithelium [27] .
The aim of this study was to analyse the characteristics of such nuclear changes by careful microscopic selection of tumour borders without dysplastic or cancerous changes. As the amount of inflammatory stroma infiltrate was very different, we also correlated these features to the density of stroma lymphocytes. In order to estimate proliferation activity, we also measured the integrated optical density (IOD)-Index.
Material and methods
We used paraffin sections of surgical specimens of 20 cases of normal epithelium (NE), 20 cases of chronic inflammation unrelated to cancer (CI), and of 42 cases of histologically normal borders (NC) of invasive laryngeal cancer treated at the Department of Otorhinolaryngology of the Justus Liebig University in Giessen. The specimens were collected from the files of the Institute of Pathology of the Justus Liebig University of Giessen between 1994 and 1997.
The density of lymphocytic stroma infiltrate was quantified by counting the number of lymphocytes within 10 measuring fields. By setting a threshold at the median, which was equivalent to 50 lymphocytes per 10 measuring fields, the NC group was then split into subgroups of high-density (NC+) and of lowdensity lymphocytic stroma infiltrate (NC−).
Sections were stained according to a Feulgen-Thionin protocol [18, 20] . Quantitative measurements were performed using a high-resolution image cytometer Cyto-Savant TM [33] and a Nikon 20 × PlanApo objective with a numerical aperture of 0.75. Bright field images were acquired using a 10 nm bandpass filter centred at 600 nm corresponding to the spectral region of the peak absorption of the nuclear stain. The imaging unit was equipped with a high-resolution digital camera (MicroImager 1400, Xillix Technologies Corp.; pixel size: 6.8 × 6.8 µm 2 ; spatial resolution: 0.34 µm). At least 20 lymphocytes per section were taken as internal standard in order to normalise features depending on optical density. To obtain a maximum of nuclear texture information, on average 150 nuclei per section only of the lower half of the epithelium were selected. All nuclei per group were then pooled to superfiles.
In order to train discriminant functions to separate nuclei of NE versus NC, a linear stepwise procedure was performed based on a set of 65 source features of nuclear texture. These functions were trained to optimise the classification rate of NE nuclei versus nuclei of NC− as well as of NE nuclei versus NC+. The function trained at NE versus NC+ and based on 10 out of the 65 source features is designated as classifier 1. To detect non-specific nuclear alterations related to lymphocytic stroma response (epithelial healing effects), we also classified nuclei of NE versus CI. All classification processes were followed by jack-knife testing.
IOD-Index, which is equivalent to integrated optical density normalised against integrated optical density of reference cells, was calculated as mean value per section. The slide mean values of different subgroups were compared (Mann-Whitney U -test). So far, discriminant functions were designed and tested at the same material and only jack-knife testing was applied to estimate their performance. In order to obtain data also from completely independent test material, an additional test was performed, where all groups were split into sets of training (tr) and test cases (te) ( Table 1) . Only the training sets were then used for development of new functions, which were then applied to the test sets. NCte− 10 1385 NE = normal epithelium; CI = chronic inflammation; NC = normal epithelium at the vicinity of cancer; tr = training set; te = test set; +/− = density of lymphocytic infiltrate above (+) or below (−) the threshold as defined above. Fig. 1 . Cell-by-cell classification data of discriminant functions based on 65 source features. Ten runs of stepwise discriminant function analysis were performed, in which 1 to 10 of the source features were allowed to build functions for classification of normal epithelium versus normal-appearing borders of invasive laryngeal cancer with dense lymphocytic stroma infiltrate (1). These functions were then applied to classification of normal epithelium versus normal borders of invasive cancer with low-density lymphocytic infiltrate (2) as well as to classification of normal epithelium versus chronic inflammation unrelated to cancer (3).
The function trained at ten features to classify NEtr versus NCtr+ (classifier 2) was then analysed in greater detail. Thereby, each of the selected single features was used to classify NEte versus NCte+. The respective classification rates are given and their level of significance was calculated by chi-square values.
Results
Using stepwise discriminant functions based on 65 source features, classification was only successful for NE versus NC+. When only 5 of these features were selected, the classification rate was 69%. When the number of selected features was extended to 10, classi- fication rate could be increased to 70%. Using the same function to classify nuclei of NE versus NC−, the classification rate based on 5 features was only 58% and could not be increased further when 10 features were involved. In order to check the specificity of the functions trained to classify NE versus NC+, we also applied these functions to the classification of NE versus CI. This again resulted in only 58% correctly classified nuclei when 5 features were selected and could not be further improved after inclusion of the other 5 features (Fig. 1 ). All classifications were confirmed by jack-knife testing, which led to the same results.
Features selected by discriminant function, which was based on 10 features to classify NE versus NC+ (Table 2), are explained in the appendix, greater details are given elsewhere [11] . Interestingly, two features with high classification rates, as indicated by their F -values, describe the relative amount of highly condensed chromatin. While "high DNA area" calculates the area fraction of high optical density and thereby represents a direct measure of relative amount of condensed chromatin, "short 45 runs" describes the relative amount of short pixel arrays of the same optical density. If the relative amount of short pixel arrays is high, this indicates that within a given nucleus frequent changes of optical density predominate, which is the case when disconnected areas of high-density chromatin are present (Fig. 2) . Measurements of IOD-Index revealed lower values within the NC+ group when compared to the NE group (p < 0.001, Whitney U -test), whereas all other groups did not reveal significant differences.
Finally, a second training procedure restricted to the training sets was performed. These functions were then Fig. 2 . Nucleus containing disconnected areas of high-density chromatin. This nucleus would reveal a high value of "high DNA area" and "short 45 runs" (A). Nuclei with disperse low-density chromatin reveal lower values for both features (B). As features describing pixel arrays depend on directions, they cannot be regarded as rotationally invariant.
applied to the respective test sets, resulting in nearly the same data (Fig. 3 ). When 10 features were used to classify NEtr versus NCtr+ (classifier 2), this function was still correct in 67% of the corresponding test nuclei (NEte versus NCte+). Again, poor classification data were obtained when this function was applied to the classification of NEte versus NCte− as well as to the classification of NEte versus CIte.
Mean values and variation per group of the features selected by classifier 1 or 2 are given in Table 3 , single feature classification rates are given in Table 4 . These data demonstrate significant differences between nuclei of NEte and NCte+ when features are used which describe the spatial distribution of chromatin at different condensation states, whereas features describing the length of pixel arrays of similar density running into specified directions are not rotationally invariant, Table 3 Group mean values and coefficients of variation (%) of features selected by classifier 1 or 2 Fig. 3 . Cell-by-cell classification data obtained from a discriminant function trained at the training set of normal epithelium (NEtr) versus the training set of normal-appearing epithelium with dense lymphocytic infiltrate nearby cancer (NCtr+) (1). These functions were then applied to classification of the test sets of normal epithelium (NEte) versus normal-appearing borders of invasive laryngeal cancer with dense lymphocytic stroma infiltrate (NCte+) (2), to NEte versus normal-appearing epithelium nearby cancer of low density lymphocytic infiltrate (NCte−) (3) as well as to classification of NEte versus chronic inflammation (CIte) (4).
and therefore, were not confirmed at independent test set material. While the slide means of IOD were significantly lower within the NCte+ group in comparison to the NEte group (p < 0.02) such difference was not observed at the corresponding training sets. Additionally, IOD values of all nuclei of these groups were directly compared separately for training and test sets. Thereby, both sets of NC+ revealed significantly smaller values in comparison to their corresponding NE sets (p < 0.001) (Fig. 4) . Significance was tested by the chi-square value. n.s. = not significant.
Discussion
Most importantly, these results indicate that specific shifts in nuclear features of histologically normal epithelial cells occur under the influence of adjacent laryngeal cancer [12] . These features predominantly describe changes in spatial chromatin distribution measured as texture feature alterations. The current observations are consistent with findings of others that also indicate that shifts in nuclear texture features of normal cells can be found at the vicinity of cancers [6, 7, 17, 41] .
In this preliminary study, classifier 1 was trained and tested at the same material and only jack-knife testing was used for estimation of classification rate. While this test performs well in feature estimation, it does not compensate for training errors based on feature selection. Hence, data of jack-knife classification still may be too optimistic in comparison to testing the same classifier at completely independent material [26, 34] . Furthermore, training procedures based on nuclei increase the number of objects in comparison to slidebased classification. However, nuclei of the same section were processed in the same way. Therefore, features sensitive to staining and fixation variability may reveal highly correlated data at such nuclei. Hence, the number of independent objects cannot be regarded as equivalent to the total number of nuclei measured. Total independence can only be expected from different specimens. Thereby, the number of sections (specimens) is also limiting the independence of nuclei [37, 38] .
Nevertheless, our study clearly shows that classification rates obtained from independent test material were similar to those obtained from all cases. Therefore, we conclude that our finding is similar, if not identical, to the phenomenon described as Malignancy Associated Changes (MAC) [3, 8, 14, 21, 23, 30, 32, 47] .
To date the biological background of this particular phenomenon remains poorly understood.
In the head and neck area very early stages of field cancerisation responsible for the development of synchronous [10, 36] or metachronous primaries [39] are the place where the origin of common chromosomal aberrations is expected [4] . Following this concept, MAC might be interpreted as a very early stage of preneoplastic change, where chromosomal alterations induce changes in nuclear texture expression identified as MAC but not visible by conventional histology. However, this concept is not in agreement with the observation that MAC-feature expression is reversible after tumour removal [27] .
Another possible explanation is that specific immune response to tumour antigens mediated by different cell types specialised in antigen presentation and mediatd by T-lymphocytes [25] might also cause specific alterations of normal epithelial cells at the tumour vicinity identified as MAC. This could explain the absence of MAC feature expression in the absence of lymphocytic immune response.
Extracellular signals mediated by cytokines and growth factors may also be involved in MAC-feature expression [40] . Their influence on activation and repression of transcription of various genes may also explain the observed shifts in nuclear texture features of histologically normal epithelium at the vicinity of cancer [1, 5, 35] .
Another possible concept is that the MAC-phenomenon reflects very early and thereby subvisible stages of apoptotic cell death. This concept would be consistent with two observations of our study. Firstly, the features detecting texture differences between benign changes versus epithelium at the vicinity of invasive cancer describe chromatin clumping as it is typically the case in the late-stage apoptosis, which is only then clearly visible by means of conventional light microscopy. This especially refers to "high DNA area" calculating the relative amount of condensed chromatin. This feature revealed the highest F -values for classification of NE versus NC+ indicating that texture alterations of this feature group are typical for normalappearing cells at the vicinity of laryngeal cancer. Moreover, some of the features selected in this study are identical to those that are already suggested to be specific for apoptotic changes of nuclear chromatin arrangement. This is typically the case for "run length" features as well as for "cluster shade" [29] . This is even more interesting as both studies rely on different material. While Matthews and co-workers used cell cultures of a Chinese hamster ovary, our study was based on paraffin sections. Secondly, in this study MAC-feature expression was observed in the NC+ group whereas the NC− group was clearly MAC-negative. In contrast to the other groups, NC+ also revealed a significantly reduced group mean value for IOD-Index. Because DNA measurement at tissue sections cannot be used for single cell or single slide classification for several reasons [2, 15, 16, 19, 46] , this method has to be avoided for diagnostic purposes. However, in this study we only compared the group mean values of IOD-Index. Even these data are affected by sectioning artefacts, nuclear overlapping and other sources of errors typically related to this procedure. Nevertheless, despite of the technical restrictions, the group mean difference between NE and NC+ was highly significant and therefore cannot be readily explained by any of the known sources of errors. These findings lead to different possible interpretations. As apoptosis is known to be related to the cell cycle, one possible explanation would be that in this study apoptosis occurred predominantly as a post-mitotic event resulting in diploid nuclei. Alternatively, if apoptosis occurs during the S-phase, the DNA content of these cells may be increased but the proliferation activity may be down-regulated. Both interpretations would explain our observation of reduced DNA-Index in comparison to normal epithelium.
If the MAC-phenomenon is related to apoptotic cell death the contradiction of reversibility of MAC-feature expression after successful tumour removal on the one hand versus irreversibility of cell death on the other hand has to be explained. One possible approach to this problem is that behaviour of cell populations cannot be projected to behaviour of single cells. While MACfeature analysis usually requires analysis of cell populations, apoptosis typically is an observation at single cell level [22] . Thereby, the reversibility of the MACfeature expression after complete tumour removal only means that this feature cannot be identified any longer. It is therefore conceivable that the MAC-phenomenon precedes cell death and thus can be irreversible. After successful tumour treatment these cells would die, then be removed and only normal cells would be left. In this case the MAC-phenomenon would be reversible at population level [27, 40] but irreversible at the cellular level. Thereby, specific shifts in texture feature expression might reflect early stages of apoptotic DNA digestion [45] .
Another phenomenon must also be explained. Apoptosis usually appears in the absence of inflammatory response, while in this study the MAC-feature expression was found exclusively in the presence of lympho-cytic stroma infiltrate. For further explanation the nature of the lymphocytic infiltrate would have to be analysed in greater detail, which needs different sample preparation and therefore was beyond the scope of this study. However, one possible explanation might be that the lymphocytic infiltrate is primarily directed against the tumour cells but not against the epithelial cells at the tumour vicinity. Malignancies are capable of inducing apoptosis of anti-tumour effector cells (activated T-lymhocytes) thus escaping the host's immune response to tumour cells [31] . The presence of a dense lymphocytic infiltrate thereby might only reflect the conflict between the immune system attacking the tumour and the tumour counterattacking the immune response. In this case the lymphocytic stroma infiltrate also present at the vicinity of cancer does only indicate that the tumor is able to induce apoptose not only at the epithelium but also at the lymphocytes of the vicinity.
As the MAC-phenomenon per definition describes subvisible changes, it has to be explained why apoptosis was not detected visually. This can be explained by the fact that the visible features typically observed in apoptotic cells only last for less than 1 hour [44] . Thus, even if the frequency of apoptotic cells is increased, visible changes still remain a rare event.
These data do not provide a final concept regarding relationship between MAC phenomenon and apoptosis. Nevertheless, a considerable amount of evidences does indicate that the MAC-phenomenon is related to apototic cell death.
As fresh material was not available for this retrospective investigation additional prospective studies are necessary to analyse the role of apoptosis at the vicinity of cancer.
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Appendix
The following description refers to features selected by discriminant functions. The images are represented by a matrix of pixels, P i,j , spanning i = 1, L columns and j = 1, M rows and with the upper left hand pixel as the co-ordinate system origin, i = j = 1. The binary object mask function defines the group of image pixels belonging to the object:
where
and where, "(i, j) ∈ object" means pixels at coordinates i and j are part of the object, and "(i, j) / ∈ object" means pixels at co-ordinates i and j are not part of the object.
A.1. IOD Index
This feature is the normalised measure of the integrated optical density of the object:
where iod norm is the mean value of the IOD Amount for a particular object population from the slide (e.g., lymphocytes). IOD Amount is the raw (unnormalised) measure of IOD.
A.2. Low/medium/and high DNA area
These discrete texture features classify optical density into classes of low, medium (med), and high (hi). Here, only the ratio of the area of high optical density regions of the object to the total object area is measured
where A is the object area.
A.3. Low/medium/and high DNA amount
These discrete texture features represent the total extinction ratio for low-, medium-, and high-optical density regions of the object, calculated as the value of the integrated optical density of the low-, medium-, and high-density regions, respectively, divided by the total integrated optical density. Out of this group only low DNA amount [lwDNAat] and medium DNA amount [meDNAat] were selected:
where OD is the optical pixel density.
A.4. Low/medium/high/and medium-high DNA component
These discrete texture features are characteristic of the compactness of low-, medium-, high-, and combined medium-and high-density regions, respectively, treated as single disconnected objects. In this study we only used "low DNA component" [lwDNAcp] , which is defined as follows:
A low , A = area; P = perimeter.
A.5. Low-/medium-/and high-density object
These discrete texture features are the numbers of connected subcomponents of the objects consisting of more than one pixel of low, medium, and high density.
A.6. Entropy/energy
Only energy was selected in this study which represents a measure of "order" in object grey level organisation: large values correspond to large regions of constant grey level:
where H s l is the probability of neighbouring pixels having grey levels which sum to l, and H d m is the probability of neighbouring pixels having grey level differences of m, where an 8-connected neighbourhood is assumed [42] . Values of grey levels, l, m, used in the sum and difference histogram are obtained by quantisation of the dynamic range of each individual object into 40 levels.
A.7. Cluster shade [clshd]
This feature gives large absolute values for objects with a few distinct clumps of uniform intensity having large contrast with the rest of the object. Negative values correspond to dark clumps against a light background while positive values indicate light clumps against a dark background: 
A.8. Cluster prominence [clprm]
This feature measures the darkness of clusters:
H s l , I q , and l are defined above.
A.9. Short 0/45/90/and 135 runs
These features belong to a group called run length. This group describes texture in terms of grey level runs, representing sets of consecutive, collinear pixels having the same grey level value. The length of the run is the number of pixels in the run. These features are calculated over the image with intensity function values transformed into 8 levels. The run length texture features are defined using grey level length matrices, Θ p,q for each of the four principal directions: θ = 0
• , 45
• , 90
• , 135
• , where the directions are defined clockwise with respect to the positive x-axis [13] . Each element of matrix Θ p,q specifies the number of times that the object contains a run of length q, in a given direction, é, consisting of pixels lying in the grey level range, p (out of 8 grey levels). Let N g = 8 be the number of grey levels, and N r be the number of different run lengths that occur in the object; then this feature is described as follows: large values for objects are obtained if short runs, oriented at 0 These features are calculated as the ratio of the total number of possible runs to the object's area, having its lowest value for pictures with the most linear structure. In this study, only "run 90 percent" [rn90pt] and "run 135 percent" [rn135pt] were selected.
